
PARENTING STYLES AUTHORITATIVE

Your parenting style will affect your child's health, self-esteem, and overall well- being. Authoritarian; Authoritative;
Permissive; Uninvolved.

Some parents may make a conscious decision to parent in this way, while others are less interested in
parenting or unsure of what to do. Authoritative parenting is characterized by a child-centered approach that
holds high expectations of maturity. Often behaviors are not punished but the natural consequences of the
child's actions are explored and discussedâ€”allowing the child to see that the behavior is inappropriate and
not to be repeated, rather than not repeated to merely avoid adverse consequences. Consistency is one of the
most important elements in successful discipline at home. Or Dated? Often, authoritative parents produce
children who are more independent and self-reliant. Inductive discipline focuses on the consequences of a
child's behavior for others. Infants who have responsive mothers also develop better problem solving skills,
cognitive competence and emotional control. Illustration by Joshua Seong, Verywell 1. Authoritative parents
are nurturing. So-called 'indulgent' parents, those low on accountability and high on warmth, nearly tripled the
risk of their teen participating in heavy drinking. It could burn you! A fourth style, neglectful parenting, was
added to address severely uninvolved parents. One is tempted to say that therefore warm and responsive
parents result in better behaving kids. They also expect mature, independent, and age-appropriate behavior of
children. An uninvolved parent lets a child mostly do what he wants, probably out of a lack of information or
caring. Other permissive parents compensate for what they missed as children, and as a result give their
children both the freedom and materials that they lacked in their childhood. January 19, - Author: Tracy
Trautner , Michigan State University Extension Parents in this category tend to develop close, nurturing
relationships with their children as they provide clear, firm and consistent guidelines. They use a strict
discipline style with little negotiation possible. Patterns of competence and adjustment among adolescents
from authoritative, authoritarian, indulgent, and neglectful families. Are some studies just wrong?
Communication is limited.


